Received wisdom has it that the Beowulf poet put together his poem halfline by halfline ("verse" by "verse"). My work on the poem over the past fifty years has led me to think that we can begin to understand how the poet composed his tale, clause by clause, only if we turn our attention to the whole lines in which he told the story.
What was, perhaps, of greatest use to the poet as he composed was the knowledge that many, though not all, of the subtypes manifest themselves as single words, compounds, and even short (measure-length) phrases. These words and phrases were the ready-made-and readily made-building blocks of the poet's composition. So the poet did not have to rely on his ability to recall halfline or whole-line formulas-or even the few formulas that wrap around two lines. He had in mind what he needed: a prosody shaped by his lexicon, with which he could tell his story not only rapidly and with flexibility but even at times-often in this poem!-with virtuosity.
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